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We’ve been pretty content on this
blog to try to convince you of the
benefits of using SRAM products.
But our latest effort is a bit more
traditional. We knew that the folks
at Kona Cycling needed some
motivation for a new component
they’re currently developing. So we
took a stroll to the surf side of town.
As you’ll see from the video below,
we’ve got a feeling that Kona
Cycling will be a very happy
company come this coming
spring.Q: Should I consider using
Xamarin Forms Authentication for
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an app that lives on Azure App
Services? I'm currently looking at
whether to use Xamarin Forms
Authentication for an app that lives
entirely on the Azure App Services.
The app does use Azure Active
Directory for the login process and
might need to use email addresses
of users as unique identifiers, in
order to identify users in the app.
But it would be nice if the users
could just use a Microsoft account
to login and have those identities
automatically resolved back to the
username and some form of
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security token for later use in the
app. So I'm wondering if XF is the
right way to go about it, or if there's
something else I should be
considering. Thanks for any advice.
A: You can keep your app on Azure
App Services and use XF
Authentication for authentication.
Regarding to "Using email
addresses of users as unique
identifiers" you can use UserName
that are unique for every user, and
provide the same value for all the
users. Just setup Azure Active
Directory and use AD Graph API to
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find the user's details. Q: Sort files
by content of another file Im trying
to create a function that does the
following: a) read the input
(Content of file1) into an array b)
create a second array with the
content of file2 c) sort the first
array by the first values and then the
second array based on the second
values and so on. Example: file1.txt
a b c d file2.txt aa bb cc dd sort-byfirst.txt a bb cc dd sort-bysecond.txt aa c b d So the first array
would be: [a, bb, cc, dd] and the
second [aa, c, b, d] 570a42141b
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